The Art in Nature: The natural world is full of beautiful examples of art. Explore some of the examples found in shells, plants, rocks and even bugs! Then we will each create nature artwork of our very own.

Loose Parts: This engineering/inventing program will give students the chance to work collaboratively to create something with nothing but materials and a prompt to guide them. When that challenge is finished they will have an opportunity to dream up a small scale invention using limited resources.

Backyard Bugs: Insects are amazing. There are thousands of different species and they can be found in nearly all environments. We will focus on the insects you might find in your neighborhood. What do they have in common? Are insects good or bad? What makes them special? We will answer these questions and more as we go on an insect adventure.

*Fairy Tales & Myths: How sturdy were the three little pig’s structures? Are unicorns real? Do forest animals talk? We will dig in and explore the science behind fairy tales and myths using hands on activities and experiments to get to the truth!

*Library Program-Imagine Your Story